Dental anxiety: a comparison of students of dentistry, biology, and psychology
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Introduction: Dental anxiety is an important challenge for many patients and clinicians. It is thus of importance to know more about dental students’ own experiences with dental anxiety and their understanding of dental anxiety. The aim was to investigate differences in dental anxiety levels between dental students, psychology students, and biology students at a Norwegian university.

Materials and methods: A total of 510 students of dentistry, psychology, and biology at the University of Tromsø received a questionnaire consisting of the Modified Dental Anxiety Scale, demographic questions, and questions relating to their last visit to the dentist/dental hygienist; 169 students gave complete responses. Nonparametric tests were used to investigate differences between the student groups.

Results: The respondents were 78% female and 22% male; their mean age was 24 years. The dental students showed a significantly lower degree of dental anxiety than the psychology (P<0.001) and biology students (P<0.001). A significant decrease in dental anxiety levels was found between novice and experienced dentistry students (P<0.001).

Discussion: The dental students had less dental anxiety compared to psychology students and biology students. Experienced dental students also had less dental anxiety than novice dental students. This could indicate that the dentistry program structure at the university may influence dental anxiety levels.

Conclusion: Dental anxiety seemed to be less frequent in dentistry students compared to students of biology or clinical psychology. The practice-oriented dentistry education at the university might contribute to the differences in anxiety levels between new and experienced dentistry students.
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Introduction
Fear of the dentist and dental treatment (dental anxiety or odontophobia) is a common problem. It can cause treatment difficulties for the practitioner, as well as severe consequences for the patient.1–3 Fearful patients might neglect their teeth and oral hygiene and avoid treatment.1–3 Patients with high levels of dental anxiety typically report psychological consequences as well, including psychological and social disability and reduced quality of life.4–6 Impaired dental status is a great source of shame among patients with dental anxiety.4–6 Embarrassment associated with smiling, talking, and eating can affect interactions, and deterioration of one’s social life can be a consequence.7
A number of theories have been proposed in order to explain why individuals develop dental anxiety. The theory of classic conditioning explains acquired fear as a result of previous negative or traumatic experiences.9 Consequently, negative experiences during dental treatment are possible factors that promote dental anxiety, and several studies have findings that support this.9,10 Moreover, de Jongh et al11 showed that distressing experiences in the dental setting was the most frequently reported negative experience among individuals with dental anxiety. These distressing experiences appear to be characterized by feelings of extreme helplessness during treatment, a lack of understanding from the dentist, and extreme embarrassment during treatment.12 Also, there is some evidence that dental anxiety is related to invasive or painful treatment.13 However, many common dental treatment procedures cause some amount of pain, but not all patients who experience pain will develop dental anxiety. This supports the notion that the relationship between pain and anxiety is more complex.14

Due to the large potential consequences to individual patients, as well as the treatment challenges this problem involves, the education and training of dentists is increasingly focused on the interpersonal aspects of the dental treatment situation.15–17 Consequently, dental students’ own experiences with dental anxiety and their understanding of dental anxiety have become of great importance in dental education.

The aim of this study was to reveal any differences in self-reported levels of dental anxiety between dental students, clinical psychology students, and biology students at the University of Tromso (Tromso, Norway). Dental students are a student group who get gradual experience and training in different dental procedures during their studies. This can be considered as a type of exposure therapy that will be advantageous for dental students with dental anxiety. Exposure to feared stimuli is a key component of cognitive behavioral therapy, as applied to dental phobia and anxiety.18 It is possible that this “environmental habituation” in addition to the dental education received will have positive effects on reducing the dental anxiety level of dental students. One could also assume that dental anxiety levels will decrease during the clinical part of the study (during the last 2 years) compared to the preclinical part of study (the first 2 years). This suggestion was supported by the longitudinal study of Peretz and Mann,19 who found a reduction in dental anxiety levels of female dental students during their dentistry studies.

Clinical psychology students acquire knowledge of the psychological mechanisms of anxiety through their field of study. They are also familiar with different psychological treatment approaches that could make them better able to cope with dental anxiety. In contrast, a student group outside the health sciences, such as biology students, could arguably have less knowledge (and fewer opportunities to obtain knowledge) about dental anxiety than either clinical psychology students or dentistry students. Hence, we suggest that psychology students will have a lower level of dental anxiety than biology students.

A comparison of dental anxiety between different student groups has previously been done by Al-Omari and Al-Omiri.20 They found that dental students had lower levels of dental anxiety than engineering students and medical students. Based on these assumptions related to the different student groups, we suggest the following hypotheses: 1) dental students will have lower dental anxiety levels than the other student groups; 2) clinical psychology students will have lower dental anxiety levels than the biology students; and 3) dental students in their last 2 years of study will have lower dental anxiety levels than dental students in their first 2 years of study.

Materials and methods

The study population consisted of 510 students at the University of Tromsø (now named UiT - The Arctic University of Norway), including students of dentistry (total number [N] = 180), clinical psychology (N = 171), and biology (N = 159). The dentistry and clinical psychology programs are both professional studies that span 5 years. The biology students in the present study participated in the 3-year bachelor program in fisheries and aquaculture science.

The data collection was carried out in the autumn of 2012 using the Modified Dental Anxiety Scale (MDAS).21–23 In addition, students were asked for their sex, age, year of study, when they had had their last visit to the dentist/dental hygienist, and if they go regularly to a dentist/dental hygienist.

A link to the questionnaire was sent to the students by Email. The questionnaire was made available online through use of a Web-based survey tool called “LimeSurvey”. All responses were recorded anonymously. After about 2 weeks, a reminder was sent by Email to the different student groups.

The study was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics in North Norway, and permission to Email the survey to students was obtained from the study university.

Measuring of students’ dental anxiety was conducted using a Norwegian version of the MDAS.24 This survey is a modified version of the well-known Corah’s Dental Anxiety...
Compared to the DAS, the MDAS contains an additional question about the responder’s anxiety towards injections with local anesthesia.

The MDAS is a five-item questionnaire containing questions about the respondent’s anxiety level when visiting the dentist, with a response scale ranging from 1 (not anxious) to 5 (extremely anxious). The total score range is from 5–25. A score below 11 is normal, a score from 11–18 represents moderate anxiety, and a score above 18 represents extreme anxiety.

The data collected through the questionnaires in the LimeSurvey was transferred to the IBM Corporation SPSS Statistics 19 program (Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics were measured to compare sex and age. Mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD) in all the groups together and separately were recorded. The respondents’ scores on the MDAS were summed together and made into a new variable. MDAS sum scores for the dental students, the biology students, and the clinical psychology students were compared using nonparametric tests (Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–Whitney U-test). In this way, we could assess whether the between-group differences in MDAS sum scores were statistically significant, according to hypotheses 1 and 2.

To reveal any differences within the dental students group in terms of year of study, as we suggested in hypothesis 3, we conducted an additional Mann–Whitney U-test, in which we compared dental anxiety levels for the first years of study (sample number [n] =30) with the last 2 years of study (n=36).

**Results**

A total of 510 students were contacted and invited to participate in the study; 169 participants gave complete responses (193 responded in total). This resulted in a response rate of 33%. Divided by student group, the response rates were 23% (biology), 34% (clinical psychology), and 54% (dentistry).

The participants’ mean age was 24 (SD =4.86) years; 131 (78%) were female and 38 (22%) were male. Due to the skewed distribution with regard to the participants’ sex, a preliminary analysis was performed with regard to sex and MDAS score. An independent samples Mann–Whitney U-test showed that the difference between the MDAS scores of females (M =10.08; SD =4.21) and males (M =9.05; SD =2.72) was not statistically significant (P=0.41). No difference in dental anxiety levels relative to age was found.

Fifteen of 49 (30.6%) psychology students, ten of 85 (11.8%) dental students, and 17 of 35 (48.6%) biology students had a MDAS score >12 (Figure 1) (i.e., they had moderate to high levels of dental anxiety). The mean MDAS score of the biology students (n=35) was 12.46 (SD =4.65), while dental students’ (n=85) and psychology students’ (n=49) mean scores were within the normal range (psychology: M =10.73, SD =3.79; dentistry: M =8.27, SD =2.87). The mean value of all students was 9.85 (SD =3.94). An independent samples Kruskal–Wallis test showed a significant difference in dental anxiety levels between the three student groups (P<0.001). The difference was further investigated in accordance with the hypotheses by post hoc comparisons using Mann–Whitney U-tests.

The post hoc tests showed that the anxiety level of dental students (M =8.27; SD =2.87) was significantly different (P<0.001) than for the psychology students (M =10.73; SD =3.79) and biology students (M =12.46; SD =4.65). This was consistent with hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 2 proposed that there would be a difference in anxiety levels between psychology students and biology students, but this was not...
supported by the post hoc comparison Mann–Whitney U-test ($P=0.13$).

Hypothesis 3 was investigated by performing an independent samples Mann–Whitney U-test on the mean scores of MDAS for dental students in their last 2 years of study and dental students in their first 2 years of study (excluding year 3). The mean and SD of MDAS scores for the first- to second-year ($n=30$) students was 9.97 ($SD=3.39$), and for fourth- to fifth-year dental students ($n=36$) the score was 7.11 ($SD=1.77$). The test showed that the MDAS scores were significantly lower for years 4 and 5 compared to years 1 and 2 ($P<0.001$).

### Discussion

This study shows that dental students have lower levels of dental anxiety than biology students and psychology students, respectively. The findings therefore support the first hypothesis. There was no significant difference in dental anxiety between the psychology students and the biology students, as suggested in the second hypothesis. The dental students in the last 2 years of study had lower levels of dental anxiety than did students in their first 2 years.

Several explanations might be suggested for the findings regarding the differences between the student groups. These might be 1) related to the contents of the field of study, 2) related to the individuals who seek out different fields of study (ie, personality), or 3) a combination of both.\(^{14}\) Put in simple terms, the finding that dental students have lower anxiety levels than psychology students and biology students could be related to the fact that dental students have more practical dental knowledge than the other two student groups.

At the study university, dental students start their practical training in their third year with models of artificial teeth. Later in the same year, students move on to do simple treatment tasks on each other, such as applying anesthesia, and they start to treat their own patients. This represents a level of experience with dental treatment that the other two student groups obviously lack. Behavioral techniques that include in vivo exposure are most commonly used to treat phobic patients. The effect of the therapy is to reduce the fear of the frightening stimuli by eliminating avoidance behaviors and thereby – with repeated exposure – to experience decreased anxiety in previously feared situations.\(^{27,28}\) This is important because avoidance behaviors can be seen as a crucial mechanism for maintaining phobias. As in exposure techniques, dental students will gradually be exposed to a hierarchy of potentially anxiety-provoking situations. This might begin with reading theory on the subject (such as dental anatomy) and training on phantom dolls, and culminate in performing dental examinations and anesthesia on other students (including being subjected to such procedures). Another aspect with the dental study is that the students learn how to manage fearful patients, especially children. There is a focus on preventing the development of dental anxiety among children, and children are approached by means of verbal and visual procedures before the treatment is started. This method is commonly known as the “tell, show, do” method.\(^{29}\)

The theory proposed here of gradual exposure to fear-provoking stimuli as part of the dentistry program can also be related to the fact that dental students in their early years have more signs of dental fear than do senior students. In the first 2 years, no practical training is conducted, and thus no behavioral therapeutic effect from exposure can be expected.

Other explanations for differences in dental anxiety could be that the dental students in the first years are more vulnerable to stress and anxiety because they are in an unfamiliar study environment. Students just starting their studies can experience more stress due to the challenge of transitioning from high school to university, and a study from the United States indicated that freshmen and sophomores have been shown to have higher stress reactions than juniors and seniors.\(^{30}\) Reduction in stress due to settling into university life might, therefore, be a nonspecific process contributing to reduction of specific anxiety (for example, dental anxiety).

To our knowledge, there has been only one prior study examining the development of dental anxiety among dental students.\(^{19}\) That study showed that the dental students’ DAS score went from 10.4 to 8.0 over a 4-year period, as compared to our cross-sectional study that showed mean MDAS scores of 9.9 (first to second year) and 7.1 (fourth to fifth year).\(^{19}\)

The findings regarding our first hypothesis are also consistent with the study by Al-Omari and Al-Omirti,\(^{20}\) where significantly lower levels of dental anxiety were found among the dental students compared to the medical students and the engineering students. The authors concluded that a lack of dental education could be seen as an unfortunate factor in dental anxiety.

The biology students had the highest dental anxiety score among the student groups, followed by the psychology students. The clinical psychology students at the University of Tromsø start their clinical practice in the fourth year of study, which will enable them to be familiar with the mechanisms of anxiety and behavioral therapeutic approaches (similar to those used in the treatment of dental anxiety). The results could indicate that the theoretical knowledge acquired during
the psychology study is not as important as could be assumed with respect to the students’ own levels of anxiety. But it could also be that the students who do not yet possess clinical knowledge (ie, first to third year) are more anxious than the clinical psychology students in the two last years of study and thereby contribute to increased levels of anxiety when we examine the whole group of clinical psychology students together. A Brazilian study showed that 13% of undergraduate psychology students exhibited a high degree of dental fear.33

It should be noted that the number of female students was approximately 10% higher among the clinical psychology students than among those studying biology. Research shows that females have higher levels of dental anxiety,32–34 although this study did not find the difference between females and males to be significant (P=0.16). In general, sex differences might contribute to an increase in the level of dental anxiety in student groups with predominantly female students.

The study by Al-Omari and Al-Omiri also compared dental anxiety levels between health-related and nonhealth-related studies (medicine and engineering). Uniform with our findings, no statistical significant difference between the health-related (psychology) and the nonhealth-related (biology) studies were found when excluding dental students.

Also, the low MDAS score observed in dental students may be due to the interplay between the field of study and personality traits. Dentistry is a varied study where the students are continuously exposed to both theoretical and practical requirements. Students could, therefore, be able to cope with psychological stress in a better way, and this could make them less vulnerable to dental anxiety. On the other hand, the psychology students also experience a stressful academic life, but despite this, they still have higher dental anxiety levels. Hence, the practical part of dental education may be the key factor for reducing the level of anxiety. It can also be argued that individuals prone to dental anxiety would avoid choosing a field of study that could provoke their anxiety. Anxious individuals might exclude themselves from the study of dentistry; however, many students choose their field of study based on prestige and not according to what would match their personality traits.35 An Irish study of undergraduate dental students showed that factors influencing their decision to choose dentistry were the ease of getting employment, the possibility of being self-employed, being able to work regular hours, a good income, and an opportunity to help people.36

Negative and unsupportive dentist behavior has been reported as a significant factor in the development of dental anxiety,37 and a more empathic behavior has been associated with decreased dental anxiety.38 Dental students with dental anxiety will be familiar with the negative consequences of unfortunate dentist behavior, which could motivate them to work towards a more patient-centered style.39,40

The results might have been affected by the large group of dental students relative to the two other smaller groups. In addition, the number of individuals with dental anxiety was considerably lower in the dental student group versus the two other groups. Another bias could be the uneven sex distribution between the groups, as research shows a higher prevalence of anxiety among females.

The study by Peretz and Mann followed the same student group over a 4-year period. Since our study is not longitudinal, the results could not be directly compared. However, our findings can indicate that the dental program structure can be a significant factor in reducing dental anxiety. To our knowledge, there are no current studies investigating correlations of dental anxiety between biology students and psychology students. Further research on the subject is needed.

Conclusion

Compared to psychology students and biology students, the dental students demonstrated a lower degree of dental anxiety. Senior dental students with clinical experience also showed a lower dental anxiety level than junior dental students. The practice-oriented dentistry education at the study university might contribute to the differences in anxiety levels between new and experienced dentistry students.
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